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About murex

murex is a shell, like bash / zsh / fish / etc. It follows a similar syntax to

POSIX shells like Bash however supports more advanced features than

you’d typically expect from a $SHELL.

A non-exhaustive list features would include:

Support for additional type information in pipelinesadditional type information in pipelines, which can be used

for complex data formats like JSON or tables. Meaning all of your

existing UNIX tools to work more intelligently and without any

additional configuration.

Usability improvementsUsability improvements such as in-line spell checking, context

sensitive hint text that details a commands behavior before you hit

return, and auto-parsing man pages for auto-completions on

commands that don’t have auto-completions already defined.

Smarter handling of errorsSmarter handling of errors and debugging toolsdebugging tools. For example try/catch

blocks, line numbers included in error messages, STDOUT highlighted

in red and script testing and debugging frameworks baked into the

language itself.

Examples

JSON wrangling:JSON wrangling:

Inline spellchecking:Inline spellchecking:

Autocomplete descriptions, process IDs accompanied by process names:Autocomplete descriptions, process IDs accompanied by process names:
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More examples: /examples

Install instructions

See INSTALL for details.

Language Tour

Read the language tour to get started.

Known bugs / TODO

murex is considered stable, however if you do run into problems then

please raise them on the project’s issue tracker:

https://github.com/lmorg/murex/issues

This site's content is rebuilt automatically from murex's source code after each merge to the

master  branch. Downloadable murex binaries are also built with the website.

Last built on Mon Feb 13 09:18:06 UTC 2023 against commit

f33995895c1d997efcdbb8408d2c8d45f8b5f934.

Current version is which has been veri�ed against 13950 tests cases.
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